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The com- of a system which runs counter to the wishes of an active
p%M» minority, and the interlopers made increasing headway
during the although the House of Commons upheld the claims of the
- Q^pg^yi^ Eventually the trade to India lay practically
open2 for some years (1654-1657); and, according to the
Company's version, many private ships were sent out under
Cromwell's commission, " and consequently the price of
native goods in India had been raised 40 or 50 per cent.,
while that of English manufactures had been lowered"3.
The experiment in free trade was short-lived, for in 1657
Cromwell's charter restored the monopoly of the Company
when the latter threatened to dispose of all its rights and
property in India4. The Company's advocates turned to
good account this ' sad experience', and they impressed
its moral upon the nation. They depicted the ' great
losses, damages and depredations' sustained at the hands
of the natives by the suspension of privileges and the seizure
of ships and goods, and affirmed that " private traders
by outvying and underselling one another in those four
years brought the trade to be often a losing one ", so that
" at length the very private traders themselves were the
forwardest petitioners for a return to a joint stock" 6.
But though the alleged losses of this ' chargeable experi-
ment ' are sometimes regarded as a vindication of the
Company's standpoint, the argument is not conclusive6.
Every trade in its beginnings is likely to be attended by
losses: the Company itself in its early days was not uni-
formly successful7: and the Commonwealth experiment in
an open trade was too short-lived to prove anything, or if
it really did demonstrate the superiority of a monopoly,
1 House of Commons Journals, iii. 317 (1643) ;  vi. 353 (1650).
*	Court Minutes of the East India Company, 1650-1654, pp. 299, 364.
8 Ibid. 1655-1659, p. 117 (1656).	* Ibid. 1655-1659, p. 139.
5 A Treatise wherein is demonstrated that the East India Trade is the
most national of all Foreign Trades. By OtWdr/Hs (1681), 35-36; State
Papers Domestic, 1677-1678, p. 364 ; An Answer to Two Letters concerning
the East India Company (1676), 9 ; The East India Trade a most profitable
Trade to the Kingdom (1677), 15-17 ; Davenant, Works {ed. 1771), v. 135.
*	The Company's opponents claimed that the experiment succeeded,
and that the Dutch Company was undersold and ' sunk greatly in theii
stock and credit': House of Lords MSS. 1695-1697, p. 35.
7 Supra, pp. 274-275.

